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Abstract. The agent paradigm, commonly implemented by means of imperative
languages mainly for reasons of efficiency, has recently increased its influence
in the research and development of computational logic based systems. Since
efficiency is not always the crucial issue, but clear specification and correctness is,
Logic ProgrammingandNon-monotonic Reasoninghave been brought back into
the spotlight. To this accrues the recent significant improvements in the efficiency
of Logic Programmingimplementations forNon-monotonic Reasoning.
This paper presents an overall description ofMINERVA, an agent architecture
and system designed with the intention of providing a common agent framework
based on the unique strengths ofLogic Programming, to allow for the combination
of several non-monotonic knowledge representation and reasoning mechanisms
developed in recent years. In [10], the semantics of themulti-dimensional structure
and combination of the evolving societal knowledge of agents in described and
discussed in detail.

1 Introduction

TheLogic Programming (LP)paradigm provides a well-defined, general, integrative,
encompassing, and rigorous framework for systematically studying computation, be
it syntax, semantics, procedures, or attending implementations, environments, tools,
and standards.LP approaches problems, and provides solutions, at a sufficient level of
abstraction so that they generalize from problem domain to problem domain. This is
afforded by the nature of its very foundation in logic, both in substance and method, and
constitutes one of its major assets. To this accrues the recent significant improvements
in the efficiency ofLogic Programmingimplementations forNon-monotonic Reasoning
[11,14,16]. Besides allowing for a unified declarative and procedural semantics, elimi-
nating the traditional wide gap between theory and practice, the use of several and quite
powerful results in the field of non-monotonic extensions toLP, such as belief revision,
inductive learning, argumentation, preferences, abduction, etc.[12,13] can represent an
important composite added value to the design of rational agents. These results, together
with the improvement in efficiency, allow the referred mustering ofLogic Programming
andNon-monotonic Reasoningto accomplish a feliticious combination between reac-
tive and rational behaviours of agents, theHoly Grail of modernArtificial Intelligence,
whilst preserving clear and precise specification enjoyed by declarative languages.
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Until recently,LP could be seen as a good representation language for static knowl-
edge. If we are to move to a more open and dynamic environment, typical of the agency
paradigm, we need to consider ways of representing and integrating knowledge from
different sources which may evolve in time. To solve this limitation, the authors, with
others, first introducedDynamic Logic Programming (DLP)[1]. There, they studied and
defined the declarative and operational semantics of sequences of logic programs (or dy-
namic logic programs). Each program in the sequence contains knowledge about some
given state, where different states may, for example, represent different time periods or
different sets of priorities. In [9] theDLP paradigm was then generalized in order to
allow, not only for sequences of logic programs, but for collections of programs struc-
tured by acyclic digraphs (DAGs). By dint of such generalization,Multi-dimensional
Dynamic Logic Programming(MDLP) affords extra expressiveness, thereby enlarg-
ing the latitude of logic programming applications unifiable under a single framework.
The generality and flexibility provided by aDAG ensures a wide scope and variety of
new possibilities. By virtue of the newly added characteristics of multiplicity and com-
position,MDLP provides a “societal” viewpoint in Logic Programming, important
in these web and agent days, for combining knowledge in general. In [10] these new
possibilities are explored.

Moreover, an agent not only comprises knowledge about each state, but also knowl-
edge about the transitions between states. The latter can represent the agent’s knowledge
about the environment’s evolution, and its own behaviour and evolution. Since logic pro-
grams describe knowledge states, it’s only fit that logic programs be utilized to describe
transitions of knowledge states as well, by associating with each state a set of transition
rules to obtain the next one. In [3], the authors, with others, introduce the language
LUPS – “Language for dynamic updates” – designed for specifying changes to logic
programs. Given an initial knowledge base (as a logic program) LUPS provides a way
for sequentially updating it. The declarative meaning of a sequence of sets of update
commands in LUPS is defined by the semantics of the dynamic logic program generated
by those commands.

Based on the strengths ofMDLP as a framework capable of simultaneously rep-
resenting several aspects of a system in a dynamic fashion, and on those ofLUPSas a
powerful language to specify the evolution of such representations via state transitions,
we have launched into the design of an agent architecture,MINERVA. Named after
the Goddess of Wisdom, this architecture is conceived with the intention of providing,
on a sound theoretical basis, a common agent framework based on the strengths of Logic
Programming, so as to allow the combination of several non-monotonic knowledge rep-
resentation and reasoning mechanisms developed in recent years. Rational agents, in
our opinion, will require an admixture of any number of those reasoning mechanisms to
carrying out their tasks. To this end, aMINERVA agent hinges on a modular design,
whereby a common knowledge base, containing all knowledge shared by more that one
sub-agent, is concurrently manipulated by specialized sub-agents.

Its description here is by no means exhaustive, a task that would be impossible to
accomplishwithin this article alone.Rather, it aimsat providinganoverviewhighlighting
the role of computational logic in its several components.
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2 Dynamic Logic Programming

In this section we briefly review Dynamic Logic Programming [1], its generalization
MDLP [9], and the update command languageLUPS[3].

The idea of dynamic updates is simple and quite fundamental. Suppose that we are
given a set of generalized logic program modulesPs (possibly with negation in rule
heads), structured by a DAG (or simply index by a sequence number, in [1]). Each
programPs contains some knowledge that is supposed to be true at the states. Different
states may represent different time periods or different sets of priorities or perhaps
even different viewpoints. Consequently, the individual program modules may contain
mutually contradictory as well as overlapping information. The role of the dynamic
program update is to use the mutual relationships existing between different states (and
specified by the relation in the DAG) to precisely determine, at any given states, the
declarativeas well as theproceduralsemantics of the combined program, composed of
all modules. The declarative semantics at some state is determined by the stable models
of the program that consists in all those rules that are “valid” in that state. Intuitively a
rule is “valid” in a state if either it belong to the state or it belong to some previous state
in the DAG and is not rejected (i.e. it is inherited by a form of inertia). A rule from a less
prioritary state is rejected if there is another conflicting rule in amore prioritary statewith
a true body. A transformational semantics, that directly provides a means forMDLP
implementation, has also been defined1. For details on Dynamic Logic Programming
andMDLP the reader is referred to [1,9]. The paper [10], contains a more detailed
review of this subject, as well as an explanation of howMDLP can be employed to
model the combination of inter- and intra-agent societal viewpoints.

LUPS[3] is a logic programming command language for specifying updates. It can
be viewed as a language that declaratively specifies how to construct a sequence of logic
programs. A sentenceU in LUPSis a set of simultaneous update commands (or actions)
that, given a pre-existing sequence of logic programs (or aMDLP), whose semantics
corresponds to our knowledge at a given state (or program), produces a newMDLP
with one more program, corresponding to the knowledge that results from the previous
sequence after performing all the simultaneous commands. Different possibilities on
how to connect the newly produced program with the previously extant ones give rise to
different ways of combining the knowledge of the various agents. In [10] these possibili-
ties are examined, and it is shown how to attain: equal role among agents, time prevailing
and hierarchy prevailing representations. In this paper, if not otherwise stated, simply
assume that the new program is concatenated immediately after the program where the
command is evaluated.

A program inLUPS is a sequence of such sentences, and its semantics is defined
by means of a dynamic logic program generated by the sequence of commands. In [3],
a translation of a LUPS program into a generalized logic program is presented, where
stable models exactly correspond to the semantics of the original LUPS program. This
translation directly provides an implementation of LUPS (available at the URL given
above).

1 The implementation can be found incentria.di.fct.unl.pt/ j̃ja/updates/
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LUPSupdate commands specify assertions or retractions to the current program (a
predefined one in theMDLP, usually the one resulting from the last update performed).
In LUPS a simple assertion is represented as the command:

assert L← L1, . . . , Lk when Lk+1, . . . , Lm (1)

meaning that ifLk+1, . . . , Lm holds in the current program, the ruleL← L1, . . . , Lk is
added to the new program (and persists by inertia, until possibly retracted or overridden
by some future update command). To represent rules and facts that do not persist by
inertia i.e., that are one-state events, LUPS includes the modified form of assertion:

assert event L← L1, . . . , Lk when Lk+1, . . . , Lm (2)

The retraction of rules is performed with the two update commands:

retract L← L1, . . . , Lk when Lk+1, . . . , Lm (3)

retract event L← L1, . . . , Lk when Lk+1, . . . , Lm (4)

meaning that, subject topreconditionLk+1, . . . , Lm (verifiedat thecurrent program) rule
L← L1, . . . , Lk is either retracted from its successor state onwards, or just temporarily
retracted in the successor state (if governed byevent).

Normally assertions represent newly incoming information. Although its effects re-
main by inertia (until contravened or retracted), the assert command itself does not
persist. However, some update commands may desirably persist in the successive con-
secutiveupdates. This is especially the caseof lawswhich, subject to somepreconditions,
are always valid, or of rules describing the effects of an action. In the former case, the
update command must be added to all sets of updates, to guarantee that the rule remains
indeed valid. In the latter case, the specification of the effects must be added to all sets
of updates, to guarantee that, whenever the action takes place, its effects are enforced.
To specify such persistent update commands,LUPSintroduces:

always L← L1, . . . , Lk when Lk+1, . . . , Lm (5)

always event L← L1, . . . , Lk when Lk+1, . . . , Lm (6)

cancel L← L1, . . . , Lk when Lk+1, . . . , Lm (7)

The first two statements signify that, in addition to any new set of arriving update
commands, the persistent update command keeps executing along with them too. The
first case without, and the second case with theevent keyword. The third statement
cancels execution of this persistent update, once the conditions for cancellation are met.

3 Overall Architecture

In theMINERVA agent architecture, an agent consists of several specialized, pos-
sibly concurrent, sub-agents performing various tasks while reading and manipulating
a common knowledge base. A schematic view of theMINERVA architecture is de-
picted in Fig. 1. The common knowledge base contains knowledge about the self and
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the agent community, and is conceptually divided into the following components:Ca-
pabilities, Intentions, Goals, Plans, Reactions, Object Knowledge Baseand Internal
Behaviour Rules. There is also an internal clock. Although conceptually divided in such
components, all thesemodules will share a common representationmechanism based on
MDLP andLUPS, the former to represent knowledge at each state andLUPS to rep-
resent the state transitions i.e., the common part of the agent’s behaviour. Every agent is
composed of specialized function related sub-agents, that execute their various special-
ized tasks. Examples of such sub-agents are those implementing the reactive, planning,
scheduling, belief revision, goal management, learning, dialoguemanagement, informa-
tion gathering, preference evaluation, strategy, and diagnosis functionalities. These sub-
agents contain aLUPSprogram encoding its behaviour, interfacing with theCommon
Knowledge Base. Whilst some of those sub-agent’s functionalities are fully specifiable
in LUPS, others will require private specialized procedures whereLUPSserves as an
interface language.

In all LUPScommands, both in the common knowledge base and in the sub-agents,
bydefault thewhen-clausesareevaluated in theObjectKnowledgeBase, and the rulesare
added to theObject Knowledge Basealso. More precisely, thewhen-condition of a sub-
agentαn LUPScommand is evaluated at a special sink programof theObject Knowledge
Base2. If the condition is verified, the rule is asserted (resp. retracted), by default, at the
stateαnc+1 i.e., the sub-agent’s state corresponding to the next time state. In effect, at
each time statec, each sub-agent’s LUPS interpreter evaluates its commands at stateα′

(dynamically and therefore differently at each time state) and produces its corresponding
next state,c + 1. Whenever some literalL in awhen-condition is to be evaluated in a
program different from the default one, we denote that byL@ProgramName. This@
notation will also be used to denote addition of rules to programs other than the default
one.

4 Common Knowledge Base

Object knowledgebase.TheObjectKnowledgeBaseis themain component containing
knowledge about the world i.e., knowledge at the object level and info about the society
where the agent is situated.

It is represented by an evolvingMDLP. In it there is a sequence of nodes for each
sub-agent of the agentα, representing its evolution in time. There is also a sequence
of nodes for every other agent in the multi-agent system, representingα’s view of the
evolution of those agents in time. As will be seen in the following Section, at each time
state each sub-agent manipulates its corresponding state node. There is aDialoguer
sub-agent dealing with the interactions with other agents, and manipulating the state
nodes corresponding to the agents it communicates with. Several methods are possible
for combining these several sequences to form theMDLP’s DAG. Each corresponds to
a different way of combining inter- and intra-agent social viewpoints. In [10] we show
how this can be done.

2 This special program is a sink of the DAG, and its semantics corresponds to the semantics of
all theObject Knowledge Base, cf. [10].
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Fig. 1.TheMINERVA agent architecture
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Capabilities. This block contains a description of the actions, and their effects, capable
of being performed by the agent.LUPS, by allowing to declaratively specify both knowl-
edge states and their transitions, can be used as a powerful representation language for
specifying actions and their effects. Its diversity of update commands can model from
the simplest condition-effect action to parallel actions and their coupled indirect effects.
Typically, for everyactionω, there will be one (or more)LUPScommands, where the
action nameω appears in the ‘when’ clause. For example, in

always L← L1, . . . , Lk when Lk+1, . . . , Lm, ω

wehave, intuitively, thatω is anactionwhosepreconditionsareLk+1, . . . , Lm andwhose
effect is an update that, according to its type, can model different kinds of actions, all in
one unified framework. Examples of kinds of actions are:

– actions of the form“ω causes F if F1, . . . , Fk”, whereF, F1, . . . , Fk are fluents
(such as in the languageA of [6]) translates into the update command

always F when F1, . . . , Fk, ω

– actions whose epistemic effect is a rule update of the form“ω updates with
L← L1, . . . , Lk if Lk+1, . . . , Lm” translates into the update command

always L← L1, . . . , Lk when L, . . . , Lm, ω

– actions that, when performed in parallel, have different outcomes, of the form“ωa

or ωb cause L1 if Lk+1, . . . , Lm” and“ωa and ωb in parallel cause L2 if
Lk+1, . . . , Lm” translate into the three update commands:

always L1 when Lk+1, . . . , Lm, ωa,not ωb

always L1 when Lk+1, . . . , Lm,not ωa, ωb

always L2 when Lk+1, . . . , Lm, ωa, ωb

– actionswithnon-deterministiceffectsof the form“αcauseL1∨L2 if Lk+1, ..., Lm”
translates into the update commands (whereβa, βb are new auxiliary predicates and
I is a unique identifier of an occurrence ofα):

always L1 ← βa (I) when Lk+1, . . . , Lm, α (I)
always L2 ← βb (I) when Lk+1, . . . , Lm, α (I)

always βa (I)← not βb (I) when Lk+1, . . . , Lm, α (I)
always βb (I)← not βa (I) when Lk+1, . . . , Lm, α (I)

In this representation of the non-deterministic effects of an actionα, we create two
auxiliary actions (βa, βb) with deterministic effects, and make the effect ofα be the
non-deterministic choice between actionsβa or βb.
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Internal behaviour rules. The Internal Behaviour RulesareLUPS commands that
specify the agent’s reactive internal epistemic state transitions. They are of the form:

assert L← L1, . . . , Lk when Lk+1, . . . , Lm

whoseeffect is the immediate asserting of ruleL← L1, . . . , Lk in theObject Knowledge
Baseif Lk+1, . . . , Lm holds now. These commands will be executed by one of the sub-
agents (theReactor), and they are quite common since they may be used by more than
one of the sub-agents. E.g. thePlannersub-agent must be aware of these rules when
planning for goals. An example of internal behaviour rules would be:

assert jail(X)← abortion(X) when government(republican)
assert not jail(X)← abortion(X) when government(democrat)

stating that whenever the government is republican, an abortion implies going to jail,
and whenever the government is democrat, an abortion does not imply going to jail.

Goals. TheGoalsstructure is a DLP where at each state the program contains facts
of the formgoal (Goal, T ime,Agent, Priority) representing the goals that are to be
achieved by the agent.Goal is a conjunction of literals,Time refers to a time state,
Agent represents the origin of the goal andPriority contains the priority of the goal.
Goalsis a dynamic structure in the sense that newgoals canbeasserted onto this structure
by any sub-agent, some of them originating in another one. They will be manipulated
by aGoal Managersub-agent that can assert, retract and change a goal’s priority.

Plans. As shown in [2],LUPS, together with abduction, can be used to represent and
solve planning problems. There, the notion ofaction update, Uω, is defined as a set of
update commands of the formUω = {assert event ω} whereω is an action name.
Intuitively, each command of the form“assert event ω” represents the performing
of actionω. Note that performing an action itself is something that does not persist by
inertia. Thus, according to the description ofLUPS, the assertionmust be of an event. By
assertingevent ω, the effect of the action will be enforced if the preconditions are met.
Eachaction updaterepresents a set of simultaneous actions. Plans areLUPSprograms
composed of action updates. An example of a plan to achieve aGoal1 at timeT would
be:

UT−3 = {assert event ω1;assert event ω2}
UT−1 = {assert event ω4;assert event ω5}

meaning that in order to achieveGoal1 at timeT , the agent must execute actionsω1 and
ω2 at timeT − 3 and actionsω4 andω5 at timeT − 1. Also, associated with each plan,
there is a set of preconditions (Conditions) thatmust bemet at the beginning of the plan.
Each plan (Plan) for goal (Goal) is generated by a planner sub-agent, which asserts it
into theCommon Knowledge Basein the formplan (Goal, P lan,Conditions) where
it is kept for future reuse.

By permiting plans to be represented in theLUPS language, we allow the use of
more complex planners, namely conditional planners. Conditional action updates are to
be represented byLUPScommands of the form:

assert event ω when Lk+1, . . . , Lm
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An example of such a conditional plan, forGoal2 would be:

UT−3 = {assert event ω3 when L;assert event ω6 when not L}
UT−2 = {assert event ω1;assert event ω2}

meaning that in order to achieveGoal2 at timeT , the agent must execute, at timeT −3,
the commandassert event ω3 if L holds at timeT − 3, otherwise, ifnot L holds, it
must execute the commandassert event ω6. Then, it should execute the commands
assert event ω1 andassert event ω2 at timeT − 2. These conditions, in thewhen
statement of these commands, can also be employed to include the verification of the
success of previous actions.

The plans stored in the common knowledge are going to be processed, together
with the reactions, by a specializedSchedulersub-agent that will avail itself of them to
determine the intentions of the agent.

Reactions. TheReactionsblock at theCommon Knowledge Baseis represented by
a very simple MDLPwhose object rules are just facts denoting actionsω or negation
of actions namesnot ω. TheMDLP contains a sequence of nodes for every sub-agent
capable of reacting, and a set of edges representing a possible hierarchy of reactions.
Those sub-agents will contain a set ofLUPScommands of the form

assert ω when Lk+1, . . . , Lm

WheneverLk+1, . . . , Lm is true, actionω should be reactively executed. This corre-
sponds to the assertion ofω in the corresponding node of theReactionsmodule. These,
together with the plans, will be processed by theSchedulersub-agent to transform them
into intentions. The richness of theLUPS language enables us to express action block-
age i.e., under some conditions, preventing some actionω to be executed by the agent,
possibly proposed by another sub-agent. This can be expressed by the command:

assert not ω when Lk+1, . . . , Lm

whose effect would be the assertion ofnot ω. This assertionwould block anyω proposed
by a lower ranked reactive sub-agent. By admitting the buffering of reactions i.e., they are
first proposed and then scheduled, this architecture allows for some conceptual control
over them, namely by preventing some undesirable reactions being performed.

Intentions. Intentionsare the actions the agent has committed to. ASchedulersub-
agent compiles the plans and reactions to be executed into the intentions, according to
the resources of the agent. Control over the level of reactivity and deliberation can be
achieved by this process. TheIntentionsstructure is aDLP where the object language
rules are simply facts of the form:

intention (Action,Conditions, T ime)

whereAction ∈ Kω, Conditions is a conjunction of literals fromL, andTime ∈ T .
They can be interpreted as: executeAction, at timeT , if Conditions is true. It is left
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to the Actuator sub-agent to execute the intentions. For example, to achieveGoal2 and
Goal1, the two plans previously exemplified can be compiled into the set of intentions
(wherec is the current time state):

intention (ω3, L, c+ 1) ; intention (ω1, , c+ 3) ; intention (ω4, , c+ 5)
intention (ω6,not L, c+ 1) ; intention (ω2, , c+ 3) ; intention (ω5, , c+ 5)

Although typically intentions are internal commitments, nothing prevents us from
having a specialized sub-agent manage (and possibly retract from) the set of intentions.

5 Sub-agents

The sub-agents constitute the labour part of theMINERVA architecture. Their tasks
reside in the evaluation and manipulation of theCommon Knowledge Baseand, in some
cases, in the interface with the environment in which the agent is situated. They dif-
fer essentially in their specialities, inasmuch as there are planners, reactors, schedulers,
learners, dialoguers, etc. Conceiving the architecture based on the notion of, to some ex-
tent, independent sub-agents attain a degree of modularity, appropriate in what concerns
the adaptability of the architecture to different situations.

Each of these sub-agents contains aLUPSprogram encoding its behaviour, interfac-
ing with theCommonKnowledge Baseand possibly with private specialized procedures.
Conceptually, each of these sub-agents also comprises aLUPSmeta-interpreter that ex-
ecutes itsLUPS program and produces a sequence of states in the structures of the
Common Knowledge Base. The collection of all such sequences of states, produced by
all the sub-agents will come to constitute the states of theObject Knowledge Base.

To permit private procedure calls, we extend LUPS by allowing those to be called
in thewhen statement of a command:

assert X ← L1, . . . , Lk when Lk+1, . . . , Lm, P rocCall(Lm+1, . . . , Ln, X)

In this case, ifLk+1, . . . , Lm is true at stateα′, thenProcCall(Lm+1, . . . , Ln, X) is
executed and, if successful,X is instantiated and ruleX ← L1, . . . , Lk is asserted
into the sub-agent’s state corresponding to the next time state. These procedure calls
can read from theCommon Knowledge Base, but cannot change it. All changes to the
Common Knowledge Base are performed viaLUPScommands, ensuring a clear and
precise semantics of the overall system.

It is important to stress thatLUPSconstitutes a language to specify state transitions,
namely by determining the construction of the programs that define each state, whose
meaning is assigned by the semantics ofMDLP. Some of the tasks to be performed
by the sub-agents need to resort to procedure calls, but others are fully specifiable with
LUPScommands that simply consult the Common Knowledge Base.

Sensor. TheSensorsub-agent receives input from the environment through procedure
calls of the formSensorProc(Rule). The information, in the form of logic program
rules, is asserted in the object knowledge base. This behaviour is accomplished with
LUPScommands of the form:

assert Rule when SensorProc(Rule)
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Thewhen statement can also be used as a filter, possibly specifying conditions for
the acceptance of the input. Mark that since there is no explicit reference as where to
execute the command, the assertions are, by default, performed at theSensor’s node at
theObject Knowledge Base.

Dialoguer. The Dialoguer sub-agent is similar to theSensorone in what concerns
receiving input from the environment. It differs in that it processes incoming messages
from the other agents in the multi-agent system (β, γ, µ, ...), and theLUPScommands
are then executed by asserting the information into the corresponding agent’s node.
Moreover, it is this sub-agent’s charge, according to the message, to generate new goals,
issue replies, etc. Examples ofLUPScommands typical of this sub-agent would be:

assert goal(Goal, T ime,Agent, )@goals
when MsgFrom(Agent,Goal, T ime,Rule), cooperative(Agent).

assert Rule@Agent when MsgFrom(Agent,Goal, T ime,Rule).
assert msgTo(Agent,Goal, plan(Goal, P lan,Cond))@reactions

when goal(Goal, T ime,Agent, )@goals, Agent �= α,
plan(Goal, P lan,Cond)@plans.

These commands specify a behaviour for the acceptance of goals and beliefs from
another agent, and for dealing with the request. The first command insists that a goal
should be asserted into theGoalsof theCommon Knowledge Basewhenever a message
from a cooperative agent requests it. The second asserts the rules communicated by
another agent into its corresponding nodeof theObject KnowledgeBase. The third issues
a communication action, by asserting it into theReactions, to be scheduled, whenever
there is a request from another agent to solve a goal, and there is a plan for such a goal.

Actuator. The Actuator sub-agent interfaces with the environment by executing actions
on it. At each cycle, theActuatorextracts the actions to be executed from theIntentions
and performs them on the outside world. If successful, it event asserts the action name,
ω, in theObject KnowledgeBase. At each cycle, theActuatorexecutes LUPS commands
of the form:

assert event ω when intention (Action,Cond, T ime) @intentions,
Current(Time), Cond,ActionProc(ω)

corresponding to the execution of theIntentionsscheduled for the current time state.

Effector. The Effector, at each cycle, evaluates and executes the LUPS commands in
the Capabilities and Common behaviour Rules. Note that, although theCapabilitiesand
Common Behaviour Rulesconstitute theLUPSprogram of theEffectorsub-agent, they
belong to theCommon Knowledge Basebecause they may be accessed by other sub-
agents, namely by the Planner. TheCapabilitiesrequire the prior successful execution
of an action. This does not happen with theCommon Behaviour Rules. These specify
state transitions solely based on the internal state of the agent.
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Reactor. TheReactorwill contain reactive rules that, if executed, produce an action to
be performed. They are of the form:

assert event ω@reactions when L1, . . . , Lk

An example of such a reaction would be

assert event runaway@reactions when danger

whererunaway is the name of an action. We can also reactively and temporarily block
actions by usingLUPScommands of the form:

assert event not ω@reactions when L1, . . . , Lk

Planner. In [2], it was shown how planning can be achieved by means of abduction in
LUPS specified scenarios. Such an abduction based planner uses theObject Knowledge
Basetogether with theIntentions(actions already set to be executed in the future),Capa-
bilities, and theCommon Behaviour Rules, to achieve a plan for a given goal, consistent
with the current set of intentions. ALUPS command for thePlanner, with such an
abductive planner represented by the procedure callAbductP lan(Goal, P lan,Cond),
would be:

assert plan (Goal, P lan,Cond) @plans
when goal (Goal, T, , 1) @goals, AbductP lan(Goal, P lan,Cond)

Other planners, possibly more efficient and/or complex can be used, namely partial
planners, with the appropriateLUPScommands to interface them.

Goal manager.Goals can be asserted by other sub-agents, some of them originating in
other agents. These goals may conflict with one another. The task of theGoal Manager
is to deal with such issues. It manipulates theGoalsstructure, being able to merge goals,
set priorities, delete goals, etc. An example of a command for this sub-agent, specifying
that if two goals are incompatible, the one with lower priority should be removed, is:

retract goal (G1, T1, A1, P1) @goals
when goal (G1, T1, A1, P1) @goals, goal (G2, T2, A2, P2) @goals,

incomp(G1, G2), P1 < P2

Scheduler. TheSchedulerdetermines the Intentions of the agent, based on the current
state of the agent. The Scheduler acts whenever there are pending reactions or goals and
plans. More than one specialized scheduling procedure may exist. For example, if there
were three procedures, depending on the need to combine reactions and plans or just to
schedule one of them, the following LUPS commands would select their execution:

assert Π@intentions when goal (G, , , ) @goals, plan(G, , )@plans,
not X@Reactions, ScheduleP lans(Π).

assert Π@intentions when not goal ( , , , ) @goals,X@reactions,
ScheduleReactions(Π).

assert Π@intentions when goal (G, , , ) @goals, plan(G, , )@plans,
X@reactions, CombineSchedule(Π).
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Other sub-agents.Other sub-agents can concurrently exist in theMINERVA archi-
tecture. Fig. 1 mentions aContradiction Removerand aLearnersub-agent, but many
others can be specified. Either fully specified by means ofLUPS commands or with
LUPSserving simply as an interface to procedure calls or legacy code, a great variety
of sub-agents can be fully integrated into this architecture. If tight control is needed,
LUPSalso encompasses the specification of control sub-agents. For examples of the
application ofLUPSin several domains the reader is referred to [4].

6 Related Work

The characteristic ofMINERVA that makes it most distinct from other existing agent
architectures is that its knowledge is represented by non-monotonic theories, expressed
by logic programs, with default negation in both the heads and bodies of clauses, or-
ganized according to acyclic digraphs. This permits the use of the richer knowledge
representation capabilities afforded by such logic programs, for example to represent
the relations amongst the agents themselves in a MAS, as well as for a direct and simple
mechanism to represent and reason about dynamic environments where the governing
rules change with time. It has been shown [1] that updating non-monotonic theories
is quite different from updating theories represented in classical propositional logic,
governed by the update postulates in [8], and far different from the mere assertion and
deletion of formulas. To the best of our knowledge,MINERVA is the only agent
architecture that proposes to incorporate such update capabilities. Most other agent ar-
chitectures incorporate some update facilities, but all in the line of the update postulates
of [8], or by simple assertion and retraction of formulas. We should also make clear
at this point that the assertions and retractions specified by theLUPScommands differ
substantially from those approaches employing simple assertion and retraction of for-
mulas. The former are dealt with by the semantics ofMDLP, which further rejects
other existing rules on the grounds of the newly asserted ones and may as well reinstate
other previously rejected rules, while the latter only deal with “physical” assertions and
retractions of formulas, the semantics being determined according to the new set of
formulas.

Clearly, not all situations require suchupdate featuresasour’s and, in thosesituations,
other existing agent proposals may perform better. Nevertheless, when the governing
rules change dynamically, new rules possibly invalidating existing rules, as for example
in legal reasoning scenarios, a semantics such as the one provided forMDLP will be
required.MDLP additionally caters for a clear framework, with a precise semantics,
to represent societies of hierarchically related agents.

In [7], Hindriks et al. propose the agent programming language3APL, together with
a transition system based operational semantics. Knowledge is represented as a set of
first order formulas (although the authors claim it could be any logical language) in a
database and goals are sequences of imperative and logic constructs. On top of these
there are the so-called practical reasoning rules to specify changes to the agent state.
3APL, as claimed by the authors, intends to be a language to serve both as a sound basis
for theoretical work on agents and as a vehicle for practical applications. The approach
to the design of3APL is based on the premise that an agent programming language
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amounts to providing a way to specify the dynamics of the mental state of an agent, be
it its knowledge and beliefs or its goals, intentions, and commitments. This intention
and premise are shared byMINERVA in the sense that the first is the ground for
the choice of non-monotonic logic programming in general as the basic framework, and
the second amounts to the motivation for using multi-dimensional dynamic logic pro-
gramming andLUPSas knowledge representation and evolution specification language.
In some sense, we can compare the3APLdatabase to the object knowledge base of a
MINERVA agent and the3APLpractical reasoning rules to theLUPScommands in
MINERVA. The differences being that, inMINERVA, updates to the environment
(and to the agent mental state) that can bring about contradictory theories (if formulas
are simply regarded as all having the same strength) are automatically dealt with by
LUPSandMDLP. As noted above, updates are not simple assertions and retractions
of formulas. In particular, a newly asserted rule is not equal in “power” to an old rule (in
that case it would be a revision and not an update) and does not simply replace it. Kat-
suno and Mendelzon [8] study the updates for theories in classical propositional logic.
Updating a belief base depends on the representation language. In particular, updates
of non-monotonic knowledge bases, for example represented by logic programs under
the stable models semantics, require a substantially different mechanism from those of
classical propositional logic based representations, as discussed in [1]. It seems that,
unlike the authors claim, the belief base used by3APL agents cannot be represented
by an arbitrary logic language. In particular, their belief base cannot use the representa-
tional capabilities of default negation.MINERVA has been specifically designed to
use logic programs with default negation both in the heads and in the bodies of clauses
as the basic representation mechanism. Programs written in such a language are ar-
ranged according to several acyclic digraphs whose semantics is precisely characterized
byMDLP. The use ofLUPS, which has an imperative reading, provides for the men-
tal state transitions by means of the necessary update operations. In3APL there is no
notion of sub-agents concurrently changing the mental state of the agent with possibly
contradictory information. InMINERVA, these contradictions are solved by the se-
mantics ofMDLP according to a specified hierarchy between those sub-agents. Like
in 3APL, action specifications inLUPSare static inasmuch asLUPScommands cannot
be updated. We are currently extendingLUPSprograms with self-update capabilities to
overcome this drawback, and to enrich the behaviour specification power ofLUPS.

MetateM (andConcurrent MetateM), introduced by Fisher [5], is a programming
language based on the notion of direct execution of temporal formulae, primarily used
to specify reactive behaviours of agents. It shares similarities with theLUPS language
inasmuch as both employ rules to represent a relation between the past and the future i.e.,
each rule inMetateMand inLUPSconsists of conditions about the past (or present) and
a conclusion about the future.While the use of temporal logics inMetateMallows for the
specification of rather elaborate temporal conditions, something for whichLUPSwas
not designed for, the underlyingMDLP semantics ofLUPSallows the specification of
agents capable of being deployed in dynamic environments where the governing laws
change over time. If we move to the more general class of logic programs with non-
monotonic default negation both in the premises and conclusions of clauses,LUPSand
MDLP directly provide an update semantics needed to resolve contradictions naturally
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arising from conflicting rules acquired at different time instants, something apparently
not possible inMetateM. This partially amounts to the distinction between updating
theories represented in classical logic and those represented by non-monotonic logic
programs (cf. [1]).

TheIMPACTagent architecture, introduced by Subrahmanian et al. [15], provides a
framework to build agents on top of heterogeneous sources of knowledge. To “agentize”
such sources, the authors introduce the notion of agent program written over a language
of so-called code-calls, which can be seen as encapsulations of whatever the source rep-
resents, and the actions the agent can execute. Such agent programs and their semantics
resemble logic programs extended with deontic modalities. InIMPACT, at every state
transition, the agent determines a set of actions to be executed, obeying some notion of
deontic consistency, which simultaneously corresponds to a basic change in the agent’s
mental state.IMPACT agents do not incorporate the rule based update mechanisms of
MINERVA although, in principle, it appears to be possible to specify a set of code-
calls for the object knowledge base of aMINERVA agent, accessing anMDLP
meta-interpreter, and defining the actions (corresponding to theLUPScommands) that
change the MDLP. In other words, one could agentize aMINERVA agent to become
anIMPACT agent.

7 Conclusions

We began this article by extolling the virtue and the promise of Computational Logic,
most adeptly in the guise of Logic Programming, for adumbrating the issues of, and the
solutions for, an integrated multi-agent architecture with a precisely defined declarative
semantics. As we near the end of our proctrated exposition, we are confident to have
brought the point home. To wit, our architectural scaffolding rests on a sound and wide
basis, whose core are the evolving updatable agents and their attending, and multi-
dimensionally configured, knowledge bases.

The basic architecture affords us too, we purport to have shown, with the elasticity
and resilience to further support a spate of crucial ancillary functionalities, in the form of
additional specialized agents, via compositional, communication, and procedural mech-
anisms. The circum-exploration of the territories under purview has hardly started, but
the means of locomotion appear to be already with us.

Logic Programming is, without a doubt, the privileged melting pot for the articulate
integration of functionalities and techniques, pertaining to the design andmechanization
of complex systems, addressing ever more demanding and sophisticated computational
abilities. For instance, consider again those reasoning abilities mentioned in previous
sections. Forthcoming rational agents, to be realistic, will require an admixture of any
number of them to carrying out their tasks. No other computational paradigm affords us
with the wherewithal for their coherent conceptual integration. And, all the while, the
very vehicle that enables testing its specification, when not outright its very implemen-
tation.
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